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ABSTRACT
Cloud storage with flexibility and security can be obtained by the CP-ABE algorithm for data access and
control. In CP-ABE valid users are verified by one authority which leads to time consuming process. Other
algorithms with more than one authority are introduced but could not overcome the issue. A heterogeneous
framework was introduced to overcome issues of CP-ABE. Auditing is used for the malicious user and attacker.
Central authority CA verifies the valid user for security using multiple authorities. The proposed framework is
efficient and secured along with performance improvement.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

features and support of cloud computing along with
the advantages of cloud computing.

Cloud storage is an positive and important service in
cloud computing[1–4]. There are many advantages of
cloud storage but it even has some new issues to deal

Z. Fu et al.[2] introduced study and solution to the
issues in search of multiple keyword and providing

with such as security and access control. The service

protection in cloud computing. To provide user

provider of cloud cannot be trusted and to deal with

interest WordNet, semantic ontology are used

data access control many schemes were proposed
among which CP-ABE is better. This scheme gives

X. Sun et al.[3] proposed an innovative semantic

data access control which is safe and secured.
Cryptography encrypts the data using user provided

algorithm for semantic relationship and encryption of
dataset. The proposed algorithm build trapdoor and

attributes to generate secret key. Ciphertext uses

generates tree structure for efficiency and vector

these attributes for decryption and generates the

documents.

decrypted data for the user. Two types of schemes are
used i.e. single and multiple authorities. The CP-ABE

K. Xue and P. Hong [4] proposed a framework to

has some issues related to key generation i.e.

public group share with efficient cloud server and

efficiency and robust. Even using multiple authorities

data is private hence not available for the providers

cannot solve this issue and hence the RAAC scheme is

and attackers. A rule is formed using signature ads

introduced.

proxy encryption. This proxy signature provides
priorities efficiently by the group member and
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

manages it. The cloud server enhances the technique,
not necessary to be online always and data is private.

P. Mell and T. Grance [1]., introduced the description
of cloud computing from NIST which provides the
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Y. Wu et al. [5] proposed MCP-ABE algorithm and

performance and for verified legitimacy users

data access control is done by scalable media.

generate intermediate keys. The responsibility of the

Encryption

the

data owner is to provide access policy to each file

algorithm efficient and flexible, the decryption can be

which defines who all can access that file, and based

done when the attributes are matched.

on policies defined the file is encrypted. CA assigns

using

many

attributes

makes

identity to the data consumer i.e. User globally. Every
III.OBJECTIVE

user has a attribute set which associates with secret
key. A platform which is publically available to store

The salient features of the proposed system are:

the data is known as cloud server. For owners, data
access control is not done by cloud server.

1. The issues of existing algorithms related to key
generation are handled in the proposed framework

V. CONCLUSION

which uses Central Authority and multiple
Attribute Authorities for robust and efficiency.

The issues in the existing system are handled in the

The multiple AAs verify the valid user separately

proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm uses one

and deal with the huge workload and the CA deals

central authority and multiple AA which makes the

with the attribute set. The proposed system deals

system more reliable. Every user requests AA to get

with the issues in existing system and overcome

the secret key and AA request CA. The AAs and CA

the issues.

verifies the valid user. This issue is solved using a

2. The proposed algorithm also contains the feature
of existing system such as CP-ABE. Hence makes
the proposed system robust and flexible.

technique

called

auditing

which

traces

the

misbehavior of AA and invalid user. The analysis
shows the proposed system is better and efficient than
other existing systems.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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